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A Difference of Opinion 
 
Have you ever had a disagreement with your parent, or your sibling, or your 
friend? Maybe you wanted to go to the park, but they wanted to go 
shopping. Or you wanted pizza for dinner, but they wanted 
macaroni. Every day, we are faced with differences of opinion 
and have to figure out how to compromise. Sometimes, you 
might not get exactly what you want, and that can be frustrating. 
 
Well, you’re not alone! The same thing happens with adults, though 
sometimes they show it differently (and sometimes they are very good at 
hiding it!). Adults may have different opinions on things like what religion 
you should believe, who owns the land behind your house, who gets to go 
to what schools, or how people with differences should be treated. 
 
 

Different but Equal 
 

Think about all the ways that humans are alike. We all eat, 
sleep, laugh, and cry. (We all go to the bathroom, too!) People 
are also social—we all like to spend at least some time with 
family or friends. Most people live in an area near other 
families and friends, forming a community. 

 
Name eight people (besides you) who live in your community. (For a 
challenge, only one can live in your house, and only one can be in your class 
at school). 
 

1. ______________________ 

2. ______________________ 

3. ______________________ 

4. ______________________ 

5. ______________________ 

6. ______________________ 

7. ______________________ 

8. ______________________ 
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Each community often has its own unique culture, like special foods, music, 
art, and styles of clothing or houses. What are some cultural features of the 
community where you live? Draw or write! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But… a community and its culture are not always about where you live. They 
might be about a shared background or common traits.  
 
For example, Theo is Black. He doesn’t live in a place where everyone is 
Black; his best friends and neighbors all have different skin colors. But Theo 
is still part of the Black community. Of course, the Black community isn’t a 
place you can go visit. Instead, it’s an idea, which expresses that Theo 
shares a common background with thousands of other people around the 
world who are also Black, sort of like one giant family. 

Architecture: Styles of clothing: 
 

Foods: 

Music: 
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Similarly, Bella is Jewish. Even though she lives in a town where most 
people have other religions, she is still part of the Jewish community, which 
includes all the Jewish people in the world. But since most of Bella’s 
teachers and friends at school are not Jewish, sometimes that makes her 
feel like she doesn’t belong. What Bella might not realize is that she belongs 
to multiple communities at once! She belongs to the Jewish community, 
with all of its traditions, and she belongs to her town’s community, with all 
of its traditions! 
 
List four communities you belong to. They can be geographical, ethnic, 
religious, or anything else you can think of!
 
 

1. ______________________ 

2. ______________________ 

3. ______________________ 

4. ______________________

 
When one physical town combines people with many different backgrounds 
and traits, that’s called diversity. It can be fun and exciting to learn how 
other people live, and if you live in a very diverse place, you may not have to 
travel very far!
 
Do you feel like you live in a very diverse place? In what ways is your 
community diverse? Name at least three reasons why diversity is important. 
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Why Wars? 
 
Sometimes, people from different cultural communities (physical or 
otherwise) disagree.  
 
For example, Bella eats a traditional Jewish dinner every Friday night, which 
consists of chicken and other customary dishes. But her friend Chloe 
doesn’t eat meat on Fridays, as part of her Catholic tradition. They want to 
eat dinner together on Friday night, but this causes a disagreement. How do 
you recommend they resolve it? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When bigger groups of people have cultural disagreements, a war can break 
out. People spread misinformation and prejudice, fight with each other, yell 
at each other, hurt each other, or even kill each other. When that happens, 
nobody wins. 
 
Have you ever asked your parents or teachers why wars happen? Why can’t 
people just get along? Sometimes adults will say “it’s more complicated 
than you think” or “you’re too young to understand.” Well, we think you’re 
old enough to understand. In fact, we all learn how to resolve problems 
when we’re very young, and you probably have some very good ideas 
already. We want to know what your ideas are!  
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Kendra’s Story 
 
Meet Kendra. She’s eight years old and lives in Newville, a small 
farming village, with her parents and brother. She loves to walk to 
the edge of the village and pick wild strawberries (because they 
taste the best). To collect them, she makes a pocket in her dress 
to carry them home for her family. As she does this, you may hear her sing 

a song her grandma taught her from the “old village.” That’s where 
her grandma was born, though she lives in Newville now. In fact, 
almost everyone who lives in Newville moved there after a giant 
fire destroyed the “old village” years ago.  

 
The town next to Newville is Spring Valley. The citizens of Spring Valley are 
unhappy that the Newville community settled where they did because 
Newville uses too much of the fresh lake water, hunt for food in the same 
woods, and are just too close! In fact, the adults in Spring Valley think the 
citizens of Newville also look weird, with their dark hair and skin, 
sound “funny”, and even “sing bad songs”. The Spring Valley 
folks talk about this issue a lot, and even their children are 
encouraged not to play with or talk to the “Newvies”. 
 
What Kendra doesn’t realize is that the strawberries she has been picking 
are actually in Spring Valley!  
 
One day, while Kendra is picking strawberries, two older boys from Spring 
Valley see her, and they remember their parents’ saying how the “Newvies 
take all our food!” The boys decide to do something about it. They push 

Kendra down and squash the berries all over her dress, face, and 
hair. They tease her for her looks and her silly songs. Terrified, 
Kendra starts to cry, as the boys run home laughing. 

 
To make matters worse, when Kendra returns home, she gets in trouble with 
her parents for getting so dirty. Kendra is too ashamed to confess the truth 
about what happened. 
 
Years pass, and Kendra grows up. She never returns to collect strawberries 
again. In fact, she never eats another berry after that day, nor does she 
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forget how that day made her feel. After finishing college, Kendra returns 
home with an architecture degree. She is soon hired by the Newville 
Department of Planning and Development and given a task: to build a new 
community center (right where the strawberry patch used to be). It’ll be a 
big challenge, but this might just be her chance to really make a difference. 
 
Kendra decides to design this community center with the goal to unite these 
different communities. She knows that each village is very proud of its own 
community history, art, music, and food, and each citizen should be allowed 
to maintain those important parts of their respective cultures. But at the 

same time, maybe this community center will give each 
community a chance to learn about and come to appreciate the 
unique culture of the other. If it’s designed the right way, the kids 
who use the center can put an end to all the silly fighting passed 

down from the village elders. 
 
So, she seeks out your help. Whatever you dream up, Kendra will submit to 
the Department of Planning and Development, and they will begin 
construction right away.  
 
 
Your Mission 
 
It’s time for you to imagine, design, and build this community center. As you 
design the space, describe the function of each area and how it will help the 
two communities find peace! 
 
Think about helping kids appreciate what makes us all alike. Then, consider 
how to help kids appreciate what makes us each unique. 
 
Remember, everyone belongs to unique communities that are 
important to them. Some are defined by where they live, others 
are defined by what they believe, what they like to do, how they 
dress, how they look, or who their ancestors were. Create a 
space that celebrates diversity in all the best ways! 
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Storyboard 
 
If it’s helpful to draw some drafts and take some notes before you start 
building, you can use this sheet! Your teacher can print additional copies if 
you need them. 
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